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Mechanical power output in rowing should not be determined from oar forces and
oar motion alone
Mathijs J. Hofmijster a,b, Lotte L. Lintmeijer a, Peter J. Beek a and A. J. Knoek van Soest a

aAmsterdam Movement Science, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; bCentre for Applied Research in Sports and Nutrition,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Mechanical power output is a key performance-determining variable in many cyclic sports. In rowing,
instantaneous power output is commonly determined as the dot product of handle force moment and
oar angular velocity. The aim of this study was to show that this commonly used proxy is theoretically
flawed and to provide an indication of the magnitude of the error. To obtain a consistent dataset,
simulations were performed using a previously proposed forward dynamical model. Inputs were
previously recorded rower kinematics and horizontal oar angle, at 20 and 32 strokes∙min−1. From
simulation outputs, true power output and power output according to the common proxy were
calculated. The error when using the common proxy was quantified as the difference between the
average power output according to the proxy and the true average power output (P̅residual), and as the
ratio of this difference to the true average power output (ratiores./rower). At stroke rate 20, P̅residual was
27.4 W and ratiores./rower was 0.143; at stroke rate 32, P̅residual was 44.3 W and ratiores./rower was 0.142.
Power output in rowing appears to be underestimated when calculated according to the common
proxy. Simulations suggest this error to be at least 10% of the true power output.
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Introduction

Performance in many cyclic sporting activities critically depends
on the mechanical power output that can be sustained for the
duration of the race (van Ingen Schenau & Cavanagh, 1990).
Mechanical power output is thus an important variable to be
monitored and/or controlled both during training and compe-
titive events. As an example of the importance of this, cyclists
now routinely use a power monitor during both training and
racing (Jeukendrup, Craig, & Hawley, 2000). In training situa-
tions, (instant) mechanical power output feedback may help the
athlete to exercise at the intended intensity and to prevent
over- or undertraining, whereas during competition mechanical
power output feedback may be used to optimize race pacing
(Bernard et al., 2009).

Determining the mechanical power exchange between an
athlete and the environment is relatively straightforward: it can
be achieved by obtaining the external forces acting on the
athlete and the velocities of the points of application of these
forces. In cycling for example, several systems exist to measure
pedal force (or, equivalently, the moment of this force relative to
the crank axis) and pedal velocity relative to the bicycle frame (or,
equivalently, the angular velocity of the crank). The net mechan-
ical power production over a complete cycle can then be deter-
mined by calculating the product of pedal force and velocity, and
averaging this over a complete cycle. In rowing, mechanical
power output is commonly estimated using a similar approach
(e.g., Baudouin & Hawkins, 2004; Doyle, Lyttle, & Elliott, 2010;
Renfree, Martin, Richards, & St Clair Gibson, 2012; Zatsiorsky &

Yakunin, 1991). In particular, the average mechanical power out-
put is determined as the stroke-cycle average of the product of
the oar angular velocity in the horizontal plane (ωo) and the
moment of the oar handle force relative to the oar pin (MFo,r);
see Figure 1 for a schematic representation; see Table 1 for an
overview of the definitions of all abbreviations in the text.

Unfortunately, in contrast to cycling, this method for esti-
mating the mechanical power output of a rower is incorrect.
The following thought experiment is elucidating in this regard.
Consider a rower in a boat without oars, with the feet attached
to the foot stretcher. Now assume that this rower moves back
and forth in the boat in a strictly periodic fashion. In steady
state, this will result in periodic back and forth motion of the
boat relative to the world. This implies that the free body
“rower plus boat” is in the exact identical state at the begin-
ning of each cycle, and hence there is no net kinetic energy
change over a full cycle. The resulting motion of the boat
relative to the world will result in a frictional force of the
water on the boat, which is always opposing the boat velocity.
Hence, power will be dissipated by water friction. It is evident
that in steady state, the (negative) average power dissipated
by the frictional force must be equal and opposite to the
(positive) average mechanical power delivered by the rower.
It is also evident that, due to the absence of a moment of the
handle force, the mechanical power output of the rower
according to the standard method described above is zero.
Thus, the standard method for calculation of the mechanical
power delivered by the rower must be incorrect.
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It is easy to identify the flaw in the standard method by
considering how the rower delivers power to the boat in our
thought experiment: the rower exerts a force on the boat at the
foot stretcher, and because the velocity of the foot stretcher

relative to the world is nonzero, the mechanical power of this
force is nonzero as well. Thus, because the boat is moving (and
as we shall argue in this paper, in particular because it is moving
at a non-constant velocity while the rower simultaneously
moves relative to the boat), the true mechanical power deliv-
ered by the rower is not equal to what is calculated using the
standard method. Thus, the standard method only provides a
proxy of the rower’s mechanical power output, while it is not
immediately clear how good this proxy is.

The flaw described above has been recognized before by
Kleshnev (Kleshnev, 2002), who, based on experimental data,
reported that true power output was on average over 16%
larger than power output calculated according to the com-
mon proxy. This finding, however, is neither widely recognized
in the scientific community, nor in rowing practice. Kleshnev
derived true power output from foot stretcher and oar forces,
but only provided limited detail about the experimental pro-
cedure. Since those forces during the stroke cycle are high and
opposing, relatively small errors in sensor accuracy potentially
have large implications for the calculated true power. Errors in
sensor readings might add up, which may well result in a low
signal-to-noise ratio of the resultant signal, as this signal itself
is much closer to zero. Thus, we propose to determine the
error in the proxy using a modelling and simulation approach,
in which measurement inaccuracies play no role. Note that the
main goal for performing these simulations is to obtain a
dataset that provides a fully consistent description of all rele-
vant kinematic and kinetic variables during on-water rowing;
in the context of the question addressed in this study, the
internal consistency is more important than a high level of
similarity between simulation results and experimental data. In
this largely theoretical paper, we will derive an expression to
determine the average true mechanical power output starting
from the general power equation, as described by van Ingen
Schenau and Cavanagh (1990). Next, we will show that this
expression is not equal to the commonly used proxy for the
rower’s mechanical power output, i.e., the cycle average of
MFo,r∙ωo, and we will derive an expression for the difference.
As the practical relevance of the theoretical results depends
on the magnitude of this difference, we will subsequently use
an existing model of the dynamics of rowing to obtain an
indication of the magnitude of this difference.

Methods

Theory

The instantaneous mechanical power production of an athlete
(Pathlete) can be determined in an inertial frame of reference
according to:

Pathlete¼ �
X

Fext � vext�
X

Mext �ωextþ
X

dEkin=dt (1)

(Van Ingen Schenau & Cavanagh, 1990). In this equation,
∑Fext∙vext is the sum of the dot products of all external forces
acting on the athlete and the velocities of their respective
points of application with respect to the frame of reference
and ∑Mext∙ωext is the sum of the dot products of all external
pure moments acting on the athlete and the rotational

ω
o

F
r,o

l
i

Direction of travel of the boat

Figure 1. Free body of the oar. Force from the rower at the oar handle is
indicated by Fr,o. Note that Fr,o = -Fo,r, Fo,r being the force from the oar handle
at the rower. li represents the position vector of the point of application of Fo,r
relative to the oar pivot (pin). Note that the moment of the oar handle force
relative to the oar pin (MFo,r) is determined according to MFo,r = li×Fo,r.

Table 1. Description of used symbols, in order of appearance in the manuscript.

Abbreviation Meaning Unit

ωo Oar angular velocity vector rad∙s−1

MFo,r Moment vector of Fo,r relative to oar pin Nm
Fs,r Vector of seat force acting on buttocks of the rower N
Ff,r Vector of foot stretcher force acting on feet of the

rower
N

Fo,r Vector of oar handle force acting on hands of the
rower

N

Fg Vector of gravitational force acting on the center of
mass of the rower

N

mr Mass of the rower kg
arcom/w Acceleration vector of the rower’s center of mass

relative to the world
m∙s−2

vb/w Velocity vector of the boat relative to the world m∙s−1

vo/w Velocity vector of the oar handle relative to the world m∙s−1

vrcom/w Velocity vector of the rower’s center of mass relative
to the world

m∙s−1

Prower Instantaneous mechanical power output generated by
the rower relative to an earth-bound frame of
reference.

W

P̅rower The cycle average of Prower W
li Position vector of the point of application of Fo,r

relative to the pin
m

P̅residual The difference between the true average mechanical
power output and average power output using the
common proxy. Can be expressed as the cycle
average of -mr∙arcom/w∙vb/w

W

arcom/b Acceleration vector of the rower’s center of mass
relative to the boat

m∙s−2

ΔErower Change of rower’s kinetic energy over a stroke cycle J
ratiores./rower Ratio of P̅residual to P̅rower
P̅proxy Estimation of a rower’s average mechanical power

output using the common proxy; i.e., the cycle
average of -MFo,r∙ωo

W
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velocities of the body segments on which these moments act
(bold font indicates variable is a vector). ∑Fext∙vext and
∑Mext∙ωext describe the mechanical power exchanged with
the environment. ∑dEkin/dt is the time derivative of the sum
of kinetic energy of all body segments.

When this equation is applied to a rower, we observe that
no pure moments act on the rower; external forces are acting
from the seat on the rower (Fs,r), from the foot stretcher on
the rower (Ff,r), from the oar handle on the rower (Fo,r) and
from gravity on the rower (Fg). Figure 2 shows a simplified
description of the free body of the rower. The equation of
motion can be written as:

Ff;rþFo;rþFs;rþFg¼mr � arcom=w (2)

Here, mr represents the mass of the rower and arcom/w repre-
sents the acceleration of the rower’s centre of mass relative to
the world.

Adopting a frame of reference that is fixed to the world, the
point of application of Ff,r has velocity vb/w, which is the
velocity of the boat relative to the world. The velocity of the
point of application of Fo,r relative to the world is indicated by
vo/w, the velocity of the point of application of Fs,r relative to
the world is indicated by vs/w. Fg acts at the centre of mass of
the rower; the velocity of the rower’s centre of mass relative to
the world is indicated by vrcom/w. In an earth-bound frame of
reference the general instantaneous power equation for the
rower thus reads:

Prower¼� Ff;r � vb=w�Fo;r � vo=w�Fs;r � vs=w�Fg � vrcom=w

þ
X

dErower=dt
(3)

If we assume that the seat only moves in the horizontal
direction and that frictional forces on the seat are negligible,
then there is no mechanical power exchange at the seat. In
steady state rowing, there is no net change in kinetic energy
over a full rowing cycle. Similarly, the cycle-average power of
the force of gravity is zero because the vertical coordinate of
the centre of mass has the same value at the start of each
rowing cycle. Taking these considerations into account, we
find that the power equation of rowing, averaged over a

complete stroke cycle with period T in steady state conditions
reads:

Prower¼ 1=Tð Þ �
ðT

0

�Ff;r � vb=w � Fo;r � vo=w
� �

dt (4)

Here, P̅rower indicates the cycle average of Prower. As outlined in
the introduction, it is our aim to show that this expression is
different from the commonly used proxy for average mechan-
ical power output of the rower, which is the cycle average of
MFo,r∙ωo. In order to achieve this, we first note that ωo is
related to the velocity of the oar handle relative to the boat:

ωo � li ¼ vo=w � vb=w
� �

(5)

In this equation, li represents the position vector of the point
of application of Fo,r relative to the oar pivot (pin). Next, we
note that MFo,r is related to Fo,r:

MFo;r ¼ li � Fo;r (6)

Combining Equations (5) and (6) using cross product proper-
ties results in:

MFo;r �ωo ¼ Fo;r � vo=w � vb=w
� �

(7)

See also Figure 1 for a free body of the oar.
By combining Equation (2) with equation (4) we can elim-

inate Ff,r from Equation (4). Assuming once again that there is
no work done against Fs,r, the power equation of the rower
then becomes:

Prower¼ 1=Tð Þ �
ðT

0

ð�ðmr
:arcom=w�Fo;rÞ�vb=w�Fo;r � vo=wÞdt (8)

which can be rewritten into:

Prower¼ 1=Tð Þ

�
ðT

0

ð�Fo;r � ðvo=w � vb=wÞ �mr � arcom=w � vb=wÞdt (9)

Or, by combining Equation (9) with Equation (7):

Prower¼ 1=Tð Þ �
ðT

0

ð�MFo;r �ωo �mr � arcom=w � vb=wÞdt (10)

When we now compare Equation (10), defining the true
value of the cycle-average mechanical power delivered by
the rower, to the common proxy (average Prower determined
by -MFo,r∙ωo), we see that the common proxy for average
Prower is indeed incorrect because it neglects the first term on
the right-hand side of Equation (10): -mr∙arcom/w∙vb/w. We
denote the average difference between this proxy and the
true value as P̅residual in the remainder of this paper, which is
thus expressed as:

Presidual¼ 1=Tð Þ �
ðT

0

ð�mr � arcom=w � vb=wÞdt: (11)

F
o,r F

s,r
m

r
·a

rcom/w

F
f,r F

g

Figure 2. Free body of the rower, showing all external forces: force from the oar
handle to the rower (Fo,r), force from the foot stretcher to the rower (Ff,r), force
from the seat to the rower (Fs,r), the gravitational force (Fg) as well as the
resultant force (mr∙arcom/w).
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In our rower-without-oars example (see Introduction), the
cycle average of Prower would thus equal the cycle average
of -mr∙arcom/w∙vb/w, instead of zero. Note that P̅residual is unre-
lated to within-cycle fluctuations in kinetic energy of the rower
(which is, as argued elsewhere; e.g., Hofmijster, van Soest, & de
Koning, 2009; zero on average in steady state), but to the part
of mechanical power output that is neglected when the com-
mon proxy is used.

Outline of the simulation study

A priori it is not straightforward to provide an estimation of the
(relative) magnitude of the difference between the true average
mechanical power output and the commonly used proxy. To
correctly and unequivocally determine this difference, all ele-
ments of the power equation of the rower (i.e., all forces, as well
as the kinematics of the points of application of the forces and
of the rower’s centre of mass) have to be known, and have to
be dynamically consistent. Since inevitable inaccuracies in sen-
sor readings might severely influence results, it is difficult to
determine the magnitude of this error based on experiments
alone. For this reason, we chose not to base our conclusions on
experimental data alone. Instead we performed simulations
using a previously designed forward dynamical model of row-
ing (Cabrera, Ruina, & Kleshnev, 2006), where the simulation
outcomes provide us with a dataset that is complete and fully
consistent by definition. The original model has kinematics of
the rower as inputs and boat kinematics as well as forces on
boat, rower and oars as outputs. We derived the model inputs
from kinematics of a single scull rower and oars obtained in a
previous study (Hofmijster, Landman, Smith, & van Soest, 2007).
Subsequently, model outputs were used to calculate the rele-
vant power terms. The study was approved by the university
ethics committee.

Model inputs and parameter values

Data were collected during steady state rowing. Data of one
participant were taken from this dataset and used to obtain

inputs for the forward dynamics model proposed by Cabrera
et al. (2006). This participant provided written consent prior to
the experiments (see Hofmijster et al., 2007 for details on data
collection). We selected trials in which the rower was rowing
at a stroke rate of 20 and 32 strokes∙min−1 respectively to
provide an indication of the dependency of the magnitude
of P̅residual on stroke rate. From both trials, a single stroke cycle
was selected from a steady state part of rowing. The start of a
stroke cycle was defined as the instant when the oar handles
were at the sternmost position (i.e., at maximum oar angle). In
contrast to Cabrera et al. (2006), detailed kinematics of the
rower were not available; we therefore calculated oar angular
velocity in the horizontal plane (ωo) directly from oar kine-
matics by taking the first time derivative of the measured oar
angle. An approximation of the rower’s fore-aft center of mass
position with respect to the boat was obtained by assuming it
to coincide with the seat position (Hofmijster et al., 2007). We
used the second time derivative of the measured seat position
with respect to the boat to obtain rower’s centre of mass
acceleration with respect to the boat (arcom/b). To ensure
perfect periodicity for both ωo and arcom/b, both input signals
were detrended. The inputs were subsequently parameterized
by calculating the periodic cubic spline coefficients, in order to
allow interpolation to any point in time.

With the exception of the rower’s mass, which was 80 kg in
our study, all parameter values were taken directly from
Cabrera et al. (2006). A schematic representation of the mod-
elling procedure is provided in Figure 3.

Simulation

Using the forward dynamical model described by Cabrera et al.
(2006), boat, rower and oar kinematics and kinetics were pre-
dicted fromωo and arcom/b; For this purpose, we used a standard
numerical differential equation solver (ODE113) in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, United States). To ensure that
the simulation reached steady state, simulation duration was set
to 60 seconds. The last stroke cycle in this 60-second time frame
was seen as representative of steady state rowing and analysed.

l
i

m
r

C
1

C
2

⁞
T

P
rower

M
Fo,r

·ω
o

P
residual

1.

2.

3. 4. 5.

Figure 3. Schematic description of the simulation procedure. The model was driven by the acceleration of the rower’s centre of mass with respect to the boat
(arcom/b) and oar angular velocity (ωo), which were obtained in an earlier experiment (1). Using model parameters taken from Cabrera et al. (2006) (2), a forward
dynamical simulation was performed (3) to obtain a kinetically and kinematically consistent dataset for boat, rower and oars (4), from which in turn all relevant
instantaneous power terms could be calculated (5), which were subsequently averaged over a full cycle to obtain the average power terms relevant in this study.
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To verify if steady state was indeed reached, the change of
kinetic energy of the rower over the stroke cycle (ΔErower) was
evaluated. The assumption was rejected when the absolute
value of ΔErower was greater than 5 J.

Calculation of power terms

After determining boat velocity, rower acceleration and the
reaction forces between the rower and oar from the simulation
outputs, we calculated the cycle average of true Prower, the
average of the proxy for Prower, and the difference term P̅residual.

The relative magnitude of P̅residual with respect to P̅rower is
captured in ratiores./rower and thus provides an indication of
the relative magnitude of the error when mechanical power is
calculated according to MFo,r∙ωo. ratiores./rower was calculated
according to:

ratiores:=rower¼Presidual=Prower (12)

To provide an indication for the sensitivity of the model results
on input values, we manipulated mr, the boat drag constant
and the outboard length of the oar each by scaling them to
80, 90, 110 and 120% of the original value and calculated
ratiores./rower for all those manipulations.

Results

Boat kinematics

For both conditions, the steady state assumption was not vio-
lated (|ΔErower| < 1J in both cases). According to the simulation,
average boat velocity was 3.4 m∙s−1 and 4.0 m∙s−1 for a stroke

rate of 20 and 32 strokes∙min−1, respectively. This is somewhat
lower than the measured boat speed obtained from the dataset
that was used as input for the simulation. Note that all results
are simulation outcomes; hence the standard deviation of all
results is zero. Figure 4(a,b) allow for a comparison of measured
and simulated boat velocity, acceleration and handle force at 20
and 32 strokes∙min−1. It can be seen that despite the under-
estimation of boat velocity the simulation outcomes provide a
reasonable match with the actual data.

Power terms

Average Prower was 191 W and 311 W for stroke rate conditions
‘20ʹ and ‘32ʹ, respectively. This is considerably higher than
values obtained from MFo,r∙ωo (the common proxy; P̅proxy;
used to estimate mechanical power output) which were
163 W and 267 W for stroke rate 20 and 32, respectively. For
ratiores./rower this implies a value of 0.143 for stroke rate 20 and
0.142 for stroke rate 32. An overview of all the relevant power
terms at the two stroke rate conditions is provided in Table 2.
Table 3 shows the results of the limited sensitivity analysis.
Manipulations of mr and the boat drag constant only had
limited effect on ratiores./rower. Manipulation on the outboard
length of the oar showed that ratiores./rower decreased when
outboard oar length increased. Note that in all instances,
ratiores./rower was well over 0.10.

Discussion

A theoretical analysis of the mechanics of rowing revealed that
a part of the true mechanical power produced by the rower is
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Figure 4. Comparison of simulation results and measured data at rowing frequencies of 20 strokes∙min−1 (a) and 32 strokes∙min−1 (b). Solid lines indicate measured
data, dashed lines indicate simulation results. The data shown depict exactly one stroke cycle. For reference, the stroke finish, defined to occur when the oar handle
was in the bowmost position, is indicated by a vertical dashed line. Note that since the model is partly driven by measured oar angle in time, the finish occurs at the
same instant in both measured data and simulation data.
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not taken into account when power is calculated according to
the common proxy. In several previous studies (Baudouin &
Hawkins, 2004; Doyle et al., 2010; Renfree et al., 2012;
Zatsiorsky & Yakunin, 1991), P̅rower appears to be incorrectly
determined. When mechanical power is calculated according
to the common proxy, it is (implicitly) determined in a boat-
bound frame of reference. This is, due to the inevitable accel-
erations of the boat, a non-inertial frame of reference in which
Newton’s laws of motion in their standard form are not valid.
Our simulation results suggest that the cycle average of Prower is
substantially underestimated in those investigations. The theo-
retical analysis revealed that the value for this neglected part
depends on the mass of the rower, the accelerations of the
rower’s centre of mass and the velocity of the boat (Equation
(11)). Results from the simulation study indicate that the cycle
average of this neglected term is more than 10% of the average
true mechanical power output, and thus not negligible.

We made no effort to manipulate either input data or para-
meter values so as to obtain a higher level of consistency between
simulated and measured data, as we feel this is beyond the scope
of this study and not quite relevant in the light of the aim of this
study. Unlike Cabrera et al. (2006), our simulation results did not
closely match the experimental data regarding the dependent
variables (in particular boat velocity). Cabrera et al. (2006) describe
an optimisation routine on the input data to minimize differences
between measured data and the results of their model, which
most likely is the reason that the consistency between simulated
and measured data in their study is higher.

However, the simulations did provide us with a reasonable
approximation of the system’s behaviour that was dynamically
consistent. Thus, the simulation results allowed us to determine
that the missing power term, P̅residual, is not negligible.
Manipulations of the model inputs suggest that the residual
power term is relatively robust to changes in mr and boat drag
constant and relatively sensitive to changes in oar outboard

length. The latter is most likely caused by the fact that the
model is constructed in such a way that both boat kinematics
and MFo,r are directly affected by a change in outboard length.
Note that the sensitivity of P̅residual on outboard length choice is
most likely a result of the inevitable simplifications of the simula-
tion model; this might not be the case in actual on water rowing.
Without exception, in all conditions, P̅residual was larger than 10%
of P̅rower, which is in the same order of magnitude as the experi-
mental results reported earlier by Kleshnev (2002).

The model used is a simplified representation of actual on-
water rowing that only concerns horizontal forces. In reality,
the rower also moves into the vertical direction and work is
also done against vertically oriented forces (i.e., gravity and
seat force and the vertical component of foot stretcher force).
Although average mechanical work against gravity equals zero
in steady state rowing and the work against the seat reaction
force is likely to be of small magnitude, this implies that the
underestimation of true P̅rower by the common proxy could be
somewhat larger than suggested by our simulations.

It is relevant to understand to what extent ratiores./rower
depends on rowing conditions such as rowing style or boat
type. Since our results confirm that mechanical power output
is substantially underestimated using the commonly used
proxy, this warrants further experimental investigation, in
which the error term is determined as directly as possible
(i.e., by determining rower mass, rower acceleration and boat
velocity) for a range of rowing conditions. For this reason, we
recently performed a series of on-water experiments in which
we manipulated stroke rate. In this study we showed that
ratiores./rower for on-water single scull rowing was in the order
of 0.12, which confirms our simulation results. We also found
that ratiores./rower in the single scull was relatively invariant
between different stroke rates (Lintmeijer, Hofmijster, Schulte
Fischedick, Zijlstra, & van Soest, 2018).

Practical applications

The results found in this study have direct implications for
rowing practice. Given the current rate of technological devel-
opments, we expect that it is only a matter of time before
feedback on mechanical power output will be widely used in
competitive (on-water) rowing in training and perhaps also in
racing. Our results suggest that, until the relation between
rowing conditions and P̅residual is known, it is necessary to
also either obtain foot stretcher forces or rower acceleration
for a valid determination of P̅rower.

Conclusions

We showed that the common proxy for the mechanical power
generated by a rower is theoretically flawed, and that the differ-
ence between this proxy and the true mechanical power gener-
ated by a rower equals the cycle average of mr∙arcom/w∙vb/w.
Mechanical power in rowing should thus be calculated according
to Equations (4), (9) or (10). Based on our simulation results, it
appears that, averaged over a full cycle, the relative error result-
ing from the use of the common proxy is larger than 10%, and as
such not negligible. In order to provide meaningful (real-time)
information on P̅rower, it is important to first determine this

Table 2. Power terms resulting from the simulations. All terms are average
values over a complete stroke cycle. Total average power output is denoted by
P̅rower. Power output calculated according to the common proxy is denoted as
P̅proxy. The absolute difference between P̅rower and P̅proxy is indicated by P̅residual.
The ratio between P̅residual and P̅rower is indicated by ratiores./rower. Note that
since all values are the results of the same numerical simulation, standard
deviation is zero and is therefore not provided.

Condition
Actual Stroke
Rate (s∙min−1) P̅rower (W) P̅proxy (W) P̅residual (W) ratiores./rower

20 20.6 191 163 27.4 0.143
32 32.8 311 267 44.3 0.142

Table 3. Effect of manipulation of model constants on simulation results. The
reference value for the mass of the rower (mr) was 80 kg, for boat drag constant
was 3.19 kg∙m−1 and for outboard length was 1.805 m. Except for mr, reference
values are taken from Cabrera et al. (2006). Note that boat drag constant is the
ratio between boat drag force and boat velocity squared.

manipulated variable mr

boat drag
constant

oar outboard
length

stroke rate 20 32 20 32 20 32

−20% 0.138 0.136 0.144 0.142 0.181 0.180
−10% 0.141 0.140 0.144 0.143 0.160 0.160
Reference 0.143 0.142 0.143 0.142 0.143 0.142
+10% 0.146 0.146 0.143 0.142 0.131 0.129
+20% 0.147 0.147 0.143 0.142 0.119 0.118
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difference experimentally, under different rowing conditions,
and as directly as possible.
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